
Dear Harvest Partner,
Crossing signs! March 14, 2012, a great sign in the heavens. Venus will conjunct with Jupiter at about 2 degrees. No such event

such as this has taken place since around 3 BC, the time of the birth of the Lord Jesus. Could this be a sign of His soon return?
Here are a few additional events. – Already in 2012 we have seen a large solar flare; one of many to come. The 11 year sun cycle is
starting to peak. That will take us over to 2013, 2014 and linger into 2015. These cycles are a major effect on the weather of the
earth, droughts, floods, cold and heat as well as atmospheric disturbances. Luke 21:11, “And great earthquakes shall be in
divers places, and famines, and pestilences; and fearful sights and great signs shall there be from heaven.” They are looking
for electronics to be effected as well. And now a short quote from one of Brother Frisby’s books: “When the sun gives forth its
signs and the stars and planets are disturbed and restless (moving about), coming close together (conjunctions), dark days
will come (time shortening).” (Luke 21:25) – Let us see what a few financial headlines are saying. “Fear – Is This The End Of
The Road”, “Pulling Back The Curtain On The Financial System”, “Central Bank Global Assault To Destroy All Paper
Currencies” Another headline, “$8,000 Gold, $500 Silver And Hyperinflation”, “Money Spigots Are Wide Open”, “This Is
Financial Armageddon – Many Times Worse Than Lehman Brothers”, “System Collapse – Riots, War And More” All of these
headlines come from well known legendary financial economists. It’s time to pay attention! – Now let us see why all of this trouble
is upon us. Some of you may have read this already, but this fits right in. And now an important quote from Neal Frisby.

“In this letter we shall take a look at the state of affairs concerning our world; especially the USA.” – “A moment of truth
arriving, the earth in all its fullness, falseness and iniquity have come up before God!” – The cup of iniquity is overflowing.
Persecution, orgies, violence and madness are multiplying daily. (Gen. 6:11) – The holy watchers have taken in account, Dan.
4:13-14. As the Lord Himself sets up on the circle of the earth, (Isa. 40:22) watching man’s space programs go up and down! –
“He sees mankind is ripe for the promise of His judgments. – Nakedness, debauchery, idols of whoredoms are throughout the
nations! Apostasy is surpassing that of the Flood and Sodom! – The fires of His indignation will soon be sent as arrows of His
wrath and disrupt a planet out of control! – Genesis Chapter 19 is before Him again! – “He is speaking to Abraham’s seed (His
Elect) at the tent door!” Soon they shall look back from the heavens, where as Sodom once looked as a burning furnace to
Abraham, it will look like 10,000 volcanoes erupting in all its force (atomic war, etc.) as the inhabitants flee in every
direction to hide themselves from His wrath! (Isa. 2:19)

This generation will soon pass into the Millennium as the clouds of His judgment disappears!” – Now is the time to be vigilant
and watchful for multitudes are about to come up missing from the earth!” (Translation) – The cities of the earth will pass like a
vapor in the night. Once beautiful, even structurally built beyond what we have now, will be as a wasted wilderness in a burnt
desert! (Joel 2:3) – “God’s children are uniting in a translative faith!” During this great apostasy the latter rain is also
appearing! (Joel 2:23-25) – “Yes, the world has reached the moment of truth! – Take heed or perish within this generation!

At some point in the future the world including the U.S.A. will become like a police state! – The roots can be seen already, but
it’s covered up by glamour and entertainment. – The world can’t see it coming, yet it is right underneath. (Rev. 3:10, 17) – “This
country will one day be ruled like in the days of Adolph Hitler before it ends! Once you join world forces you become like them
because of people’s sin and they would not listen to God!” “When the righteous rule there is liberty; when evil men rule, there
is bondage!” – Better take freedom in Jesus now before age ends! Soon the freedom of the Lamb will be like a dragon as
this Scripture will take place! As our nation and nations will be like (Rev. 13:11-17). – “I know the Holy Spirit has been
moving on me to be forceful about these things because time is short!”

NOTE: “What a generation to be living in. You can pick up the Bible in one hand and the newspaper in another and actually see
events fulfilling every day before our eyes! – Events around the world are proclaiming the Scripts and Bible prophecy as
never before! – Soon the news media will be declaring that multitudes are missing from the earth all of a sudden! And they will
make up all kinds of theories and excuses, but many who will go through the Tribulation will know what has occurred and flee!”
(Rev. Chap. 12)

“It seems the pot keeps boiling in the Middle East, Europeans catering for a one world market, Russia in her revolutionary
changes is also bidding for a spot in this united system! – Nature in full force is unleashing the last day signs in floods, famines,
quakes, winds, pestilences, etc.” (Matt. 24:7) “WE ARE SEEING GREAT SIGNS FROM THE HEAVENS! WE KNOW
JESUS’ RETURN IS SOON!” End quote.

This month I am releasing a special book called “The Crossing Signs.” – a book of prophecy and understanding the end time
and knowledge of the heavens. Also a DVD called “Prophetic Sequence.” (See offer below.) – As one can see February is a shorter
month. Time is running out! We must do all that we can. Your help this month will certainly be important. A great blessing I know
is in store for those that Jesus has chosen to help in this ministry. As we pray together Jesus will see us through all that is ahead of
us. May His continual wisdom be with you.

    Your Brother in Christ,

All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation: NEW DVD release: “Prophetic Sequence”
“Closing The Gap”                                                                                   Also available: “Invasion – Armageddon Battle”
“Significant Facts”
“Faith Mystery”                                                                                                          ($20.00 donation each)
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